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Introduction
Whether in the classroom or out in the community, when we display chemical
phenomena and interact with our audience about it, we are sharing our interest and
enthusiasm for doing chemistry. This workshop is all about sharing chemistry – with our
students, with the people residing in our communities, and with one another, the
community of chemistry educators.
We define “chemical demonstration” as any activity that provides the audience with
live experiences of chemical phenomena, whether performed by a presenter in front of an
audience or hands-on activities in which everyone participates in the doing of chemistry,
including laboratory investigations. Demonstrations may address a single concept, a
series of concepts, or emphasize a theme. In this workshop, there are activities that
address the concepts - Density and Molecular Polarity; a series of concepts – Chemistry
of Gases and Chemistry of Light Sensitive Substances; and emphasize a theme –
Chemistry of Currency.
A live chemical demonstration has the potential to arouse the curiosity of the audience.
A skilled presenter can take advantage of this curiosity to interact with the audience,
maintain their engagement throughout the presentation, and foster understanding and
learning of the relevant chemical concepts. Demonstrations can also be useful in
identifying and addressing misconceptions held by the audience. Each of the activities in
this workshop has proven to be beneficial, both in the classroom and in the community,
helping people to make sense of the chemical phenomena, make connections to their
everyday experiences, and construct a deeper understanding of the relevant chemical
principles.
At first glance some of the activities appear simple; you may have already performed
them in the past. Even so, we encourage you to do them again, approaching each activity
from the perspective of doing it for the very first time. Recall your experiences of
wonderment and how you desired to understand how and why as you try out each activity.
For example, one can completely fill a small flask with water, cover it with an index card,
invert the flask while holding the card, and then carefully remove your hand that holds
the card. The water appears to defy gravity! How can a mere piece of paper keep the
water from draining out of the flask? Will it work with larger flasks or different shaped
containers? Can other liquids be used in place of water? Each activity has the potential
to foster engagement and stimulate critical thinking on the part of the learner, ultimately
leading to deeper understanding.
Lastly, as a community of chemistry educators, we encourage you to share with one
another your experiences of using these activities, or others, as part of your instructional
program. We have found one of the most significant benefits of attending Chem Ed
conferences is that we always go home with a ton of new ideas to try out in our
instructional programs that we learned from other conference attendees. Please tryout as
many of the activities that we have made available and to feel comfortable to ask
questions of us, your workshop guides. Thanks for attending our workshop. We hope
you find it beneficial.
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Thank You!
Many organizations have contributed to making this workshop a reality. We cannot
thank them enough. We greatly appreciate their dedication to chemistry education. Their
contributions enabled us, the workshop guides, to share chemistry with you, the
community of chemistry educators.
Educational Innovations, Inc., Bethel, CT
Provided many of the materials used in this workshop, at no cost to us or the participants.
Be sure to stop by their booth while at the conference!
http://www.teachersource.com/
Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
Provided basic laboratory equipment needed for this workshop.
Department of Service Learning, Duke University, Durham, NC
Provided funding for Natalie to attend the ChemEd 2013 conference and serve as one of
the workshop guides.
Supported the Chemistry Outreach Service Learning Course since its inception 2008
St. John’s School, Houston, TX
Provided funding for Roxie to attend the ChemEd 2013 conference and serve as one of
the workshop guides.
Duke-Durham Neighborhood Partnership, Duke University, Durham, NC
Actively sought funds to support the Duke Chemistry Outreach program and continues to
do so.
GlaxoSmithKline, Research Triangle Park, NC
Financial contributor to the Duke Chemistry Outreach program 2010-2013
Biogen Idec, Research Triangle Park, NC
Financial contributor to the Duke Chemistry Outreach program 2011-2014
Powell Family Trust, Trinity College, Duke University, Durham, NC
Financial contributor to the Duke Chemistry Outreach program 2012 - 2015
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THE CHEMISTRY OF DENSITY
There are numerous activities that address the concept of density, floating and sinking,
and neutral buoyancy, too many to list in this handout. As you go through the activities
we have provided, we encourage you to share those activities that you have found useful
in fostering understanding and learning of density and related concepts.
Chemical Concepts:
o Physical Properties
o Density is the ratio of the mass of an object to its volume.
o Volume of solid objects can be determined indirectly by submerging
object into water and measuring the volume of water displaced.
o The density of an object is dependent upon the identity, composition, and
spatial arrangement of the material
o Whether an object sinks or floats in a fluid depends on relative densities of
object and fluid.
o Dissolving a solid solute in results in a solution with a density that is
greater than that of pure water.
Materials:
o Density blocks (Educational Innovations DEN-952; or different sized samples of
various materials)
o Measurement Challenge – A Density Laboratory Kit (optional, Flinn AP5939)
o Table salt (Kosher salt will not cloud up when put into solution)
o Salt Sense® (Diamond Crystal brand) (available from grocery stores)
o Graduated cylinders (50 or 100-mL)
o Balance
o Metric rulers
o Dissecting microscope or hand lens (optional)
o Two bowling balls (one under 11 pounds and the other more than 13 pounds)
o 25 gallon (or larger) transparent plastic tub
o Steel Spheres (Educational Innovations DEN-350)
o Poly Density Bottle (Educational Innovations DEN-460)
o Pop bottle pre-forms (Educational Innovations SM-100A)
o Pony beads (such as Craft Designer TM by Darice®)
o Iron-on craft beads (such as PerlerTM beads)
o Saturated salt water (NaCl)
o 91% Isopropyl alcohol (or higher)
o Distilled water
o 200 mL each of sugar (sucrose) solutions (0%, 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%)
o 1-L graduated cylinder
o Separatory funnel (250-mL, but various other sizes will also work)
o Plastic funnel
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o Rubber or Tygon® tubing (about 1-1.5 meters in length) with inside diameter
approximately matches the outer diameter of separatory funnel
o Cartesian divers (Educational Innovations Class Kit CDK-625)
o Empty 1-L or 2-L clear, colorless plastic bottles with caps
Advanced Preparation:
o Used bowling balls of various masses might be found at resale shops for
reasonable prices. Some bowling establishments have used bowling balls that they
may give you at no cost. Fill the large plastic tub with water to a depth slightly
greater than the diameter of the bowling ball.
o Prepare saturated salt solution. Use kosher salt to produce a clear, colorless
solution.
o Prepare 200 mL each of the following sugar solutions: 0% is just distilled water;
3% - 3 grams of sugar per 100 mL of water; 6% - 6 grams of sugar per 100 mL of
water, 9%, 12%, and 15%. Add 2-3 drops of food coloring to each using a
different color for each concentration.
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o Do not consume food items.
o Use caution when placing the bowling balls into the tub of water. The heavier of
the two will sink and, if dropped, it will not only splash water but will hit the
bottom with significant force, possibly splitting the plastic tub.
o Isopropyl alcohol is flammable. Keep away from all potential ignition sources.
Use only in a well-ventilated area. Avoid inhalation or ingestion.
Disposal:
o Salt and Salt SenseTM can be saved and reused.
o Isopropyl alcohol can be saved and reused. The mixture of salt water and
isopropyl alcohol can also be saved in a designated container for reuse. If you
plan to dispose of it, follow all disposal regulations for your facility and state.
Procedures:
o Graphing density o Measure the mass and volume of various objects. Graph the mass vs.
volume for each object and determine slope of line. If known values for
densities are available, determine percent error.


Use Classroom Density Assortment from Educational Innovations.
There are 12 various substances with 4 different sizes of specimens
for each material.
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o Measurement Challenge. Blocks of various densities available from Flinn
Scientific.


There are three options for use of this kit; instructions for each
option are included in the kit.
The traditional determine the mass and volume of the
object and then calculate its density.
Predict the mass of the block without using a balance
(guided inquiry).
Totally open-ended inquiry, no information provided,
students are challenged to predict the mass of the block
without using a balance.

o Notes:



Omnigroup.com offers an excellent graphing program for apple
products called OmniGraphSketcher.
If commercial kits are unavailable, one can use samples of various
materials such as glass marbles.

o Density of food products –
o Table salt vs. Salt Sense®




Determine the mass of 0, 15, 25, 40, and 50 mL of table salt and
Salt Sense® in graduated cylinders and calculate the density of
each. (Note: Advise students that determining volume of solids
in graduated cylinders is not typical practice.) If both salts are
composed of sodium chloride, why are the densities different?
Optional: Use a dissecting microscope or hand lens to view
crystals of salt (cubic) vs. “Salt Sense” (jagged edges).

o Hershey’s Kisses®
 Based on the information provided on the packages, compare the
mass and volume on a bag of Milk-Chocolate Hershey’s Kisses to
those for Air Delight (aerated milk chocolate) Hershey’s Kisses®
or chocolate bars. Using this information, calculate the density for
each type of candy. Why are the density values for each, regular
Kisses vs. Air Delight Kisses, different if both are made of the
same milk chocolate?
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o Floating vs. Sinking –
o Bowling Balls


Fill a large transparent plastic bin (30+ gallons) with water.
Carefully lower bowling balls into water. Bowling balls under 11
lbs. float and over 13 lbs. sink.

o Steel Spheres



Determine the mass of each sphere (~ the same mass).
Place each sphere in a container of water (larger volume sphere
floats while smaller one sinks).

o Clay




Determine the mass, volume, and density of a ball of clay; predict
whether the ball of clay will sink or float in water; test prediction.
Challenge the students to get the clay to float on the water.
Once they have figured out how to get it to float, have the students
determine the mass, volume, and density of the clay.

o Poly Density Bottle







Vigorously shake the Poly Density Bottle and then set it on the
counter; observe.
Obtain three pop bottle pre-forms. Add 25 mL of distilled water,
saturated salt water (NaCl), and 91% isopropyl alcohol (available
from drug store) respectively into each pop bottle pre-form.
Into each, place a pony bead and an iron-on bead, cap, and
observe.
In a fourth pop bottle pre-form, combine approximately 12 mL of
saturated salt water and 12 mL of 91% isopropyl alcohol; add a
pony bead and an iron-on bead, cap, shake vigorously, and
observe.
Discuss relative densities of liquids and beads. Make connection to
Poly Density Bottle.

o Notes:




Another interesting and relevant density activity is the “Sink-Float
Coke® vs. Diet-Coke®”. Place a can of regular Coke® and a can of
Diet-Coke® in a container of water. Note which floats and which
sinks.
For more information about the Poly Density Bottle demonstration
and a different activity that incorporates the Sink-Float Coke® vs.
Diet-Coke® activity to explain why the beads in the Poly Density
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Bottle behave as they do see the March 2013 issue of Chem 13
News, pp 8-9.
o Sugar Density Column.
o Add several drops of food dye to 200 mL of sugar solutions. [0%
(distilled water) = red; 3% = orange; 6% = yellow; 9% = green; 12% =
blue; 15% = purple]
o Attach a long piece of rubber or Tygon® tubing to the bottom of a
separatory funnel; set the graduated cylinder on the floor so that the
bottom of the tubing sets at the bottom of the graduated cylinder. Support
the separatory funnel with an iron ring attached to a ringstand. Be certain
that the tubing is as straight as possible.
o Close off the separatory funnel; pour the 0% sugar solution into the
separatory funnel first; close the stopcock just before the solution finishes
draining from the separatory funnel to avoid air bubbles.
o Add the solutions in order of increasing concentration so that the more
concentrated sugar solution is added underneath the previous one.
o When all solutions are added, a rainbow column should be formed;
carefully remove tubing.
o The sugar column can remain for several weeks if left undisturbed.
o Notes:





There are numerous versions of this activity. Sugar density
columns have been made in graduate cylinders, test tubes, and
clear colorless straws.
This can become a guided inquiry activity; challenge the students
to produce a density column using the colored solutions provided.
Do not inform them of relative concentrations of each of the
solutions. Give each group a different set of solutions so that
different sequences result.
This can be made into an open-ended inquiry activity; challenge
the students to produce their own density column using only water,
sugar, and food coloring.

o Cartesian divers –
o Construct a Cartesian diver according to the instructions provided in the
kit.
o Place Cartesian diver into a 1-Liter bottle that has been filled with water
and cap the bottle.
o Squeeze the sides of the bottle to make it dive and release to make it rise.
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o Notes:
o There are numerous versions of Cartesian divers that can be made
from the kit. Educational Innovations describes a few in the
instructions that accompany the kit. Bob Becker describes many
more in Twenty Demonstrations Guaranteed to Knock Your Socks
Off: Volume 1, available from Flinn Scientific, Inc. Bob Becker
also has made a DVD Cartesian Diversions, available from
Educational Innovations CD-900DVD.
o One can use a small packet of mustard and a paper clip to make a
Cartesian Diver. Simply attach the paper clip over one end of the
mustard packet to provide ballast, insert it into the bottle of water,
cap, and squeeze the bottle.
o How the Cartesian Diver got its name is still a mystery. Richard
Frazier talks about the theories posed as to how it got its name as
well as the theories posed in attempt to explain how it works:
http://courses.education.illinois.edu/ci241-sciencesp95/resources/philotoy/philotoy.html
Relevance:
o Density of various plastics is used in recycling facilities to separate plastics.
o Both fish and submarines employ the principles underlying Cartesian divers. Fish
change the volume of their air bladder, enlarging to rise, shrinking to sink.
Submarines change the mass by adding or removing water from the ballast tanks,
adding water to dive and pumping out water to move upward.
Resources:
o For more information on floating and sinking bowling balls, see:
http://www.centexeweek.org/activities/floating-bowling-ball
o For more information and a video on the Poly Density bottles, see:
http://www.teachersource.com/product/poly-density-kit/density
o For an excellent discussion of the density of Salt and Salt Sense, see:
https://www.flinnsci.com/teacher-resources/teacher-resource-videos/bestpractices-for-teaching-chemistry/density/does-salt-sense-make-sense/
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THE CHEMISTRY OF POLAR VERSUS NON-POLAR SUBSTANCES
Chemical Concepts:
o A polar molecule is one in which different parts of the molecule have an unequal
distribution of the electrons around the molecule. The polarity of a molecule can
be predicted based upon the molecular geometry and the electronegativity of the
individual atoms within the molecule.
o Non-polar molecules do not have net overall dipoles.
o Polar water molecules interact with the cations and anions of a salt such as
sodium chloride. The interactions between the partial charges in water molecules
and the positive and negative ions help the dissolving process.
o A general rule of thumb for solubility is “like dissolves like.” Solvents usually
dissolve solutes with similar molecular polarities.
o Vapor pressure is related to polarity of a liquid; liquids with strong intermolecular
forces such as water have a lower vapor pressure than liquids with weaker
intermolecular forces.
Materials:
o Multi-Fiber Dye Kit (Educational Innovations SM-6D)
o Forceps (tweezers, 1 for each dye mixture)
o Plastic food storage tubs (25 –oz, 740-mL for rinsing fabrics, 1 for each dye
mixture)
o 10% acetic acid solution (~1-2 mL, for preparing one of the two dye mixtures)
o Shaving cream (Gillette Foamy® or similar; do not use the gels like Gillette
Edge®)
o Metal/plastic tray or cookie sheet
o Food coloring
o Toothpicks
o White cardstock or copy paper
o Plastic rulers
o 3 titration burets (25-mL or larger)
o 3 beakers (to fill burets with liquids and to catch liquid flowing out)
o Buret clamp and ring stand
o DI/distilled water
o Paraffin lamp oil
o Ethyl or isopropyl alcohol
o Balloon
o Instant Snow Polymer (Educational Innovations GB-300)
o Magic Sand (Educational Innovations MS2-BLU, MS-2PNK)
o Beakers (various sizes depending upon the activity)
o Tap water
o Plastic Spoons
o Water goblet (plastic water goblet available at Dollar Tree and other stores)
o Large plastic coated paper clips
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o Japanese Yen Coins (Educational Innovations YEN-110)
o Drinking Birds (Educational Innovations DB-100)
Advanced Preparation:
o Prepare the dyes according to instructions. The dye mixtures need to be warm
when used. The 10% acetic acid can be prepared by adding 1 mL of glacial acetic
acid to 9 mL of water. Cut the multi-fiber fabric strips into narrow strips ~3/8”
wide. If the participants are to determine the identity of an unknown fabric, cut
into ½” squares, one for each dye mixture.
o Multi-fiber fabric, unknown fabrics, and dyes may be purchased separately from
Educational Innovations.
o Cover the tables/counter tops with newsprint or plastic table cover when
performing the dyeing activities.
o Set up and fill three burets with distilled water in one, paraffin lamp oil in another,
and alcohol in the third. Label both the burets and the beakers with the name of
the liquids. This will help avoid contamination.
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o The dyes will stain. Gloves and aprons/lab coats are recommended when
performing the dyeing activities. Wash skin immediately if come in contact with
the dyes. Clorox® Disinfecting Wipes have proven to be helpful in removing the
dyes from the skin.
o Paraffin lamp oil, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol are flammable. Be sure the area is
free of all potential ignition sources. Use in a well-ventilated area; avoid
inhalation.
o Read MSDS sheets for all chemicals used in laboratories and follow all disposal
regulations for your facility and state.
o The snow polymer is highly absorbent of water; avoid contact with eyes and
ingestion; wash hands thoroughly after completion of the activity.
o Drinking birds contain a small amount of methylene chloride (dichloromethane),
which is toxic. If a drinking bird breaks, avoid inhalation of the fumes. Wear
protective gloves and safety goggles during cleanup. Use an absorbent material
such as kitty litter to soak up any liquid. Dispose of the used kitty litter following
your local and state guidelines.
Disposal:
o You can add chlorine bleach (sodium hypochlorite) to the dye mixtures to oxidize
the dyes. Allow the mixtures to stand overnight in a well-ventilated area.
Dispose of the now colorless to pale yellow mixtures according to local
regulations.
o The paraffin lamp oil and alcohol can be returned to their respective containers
for reuse.
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o Store the baking tray for further use in chemical lab only.
o Consult local regulations prior to disposal of the Instant Snow Polymer; it is
classified as a non-hazardous material suitable for landfills. The material can be
reused; allow it to dehydrate and then store in a tightly closed container.
o The Magic Sand can be dried and saved for future use.
Procedures:
Dyeing Materials
o Multi-Fiber Fabric Dyeing –
o Put a multi-fabric strip into each of the two dyes for five minutes. Be sure
they are fully submerged in the dyes. Remove fabric with tweezers, rinse
thoroughly with water and dry on a paper towel. Compare the color
and/or intensity of the dyes for each fabric.
o Optional: Dye pieces of an unknown fabric in the two dyes, either
separately or along with the multi-fabric strips. Based on the response of
the unknown fabric to the two dyes, determine the identity of the fabric by
comparison to the dyed multi-fabric strips.
o Notes:
o Distributing the dyes in labeled 3-oz plastic cups has worked well (~1/2
full). The cups hold sufficient quantities of the dyes and, if spilled, there
is less dye to have to clean up. After use, the dyes can be returned to the
source and the cups can be rinsed and saved for subsequent use. Using
cafeteria trays to conduct all work has also proven to be beneficial for
containing any spills that occur.
o While uncertain as to how long the prepared dyes can be saved, we have
used one set of prepared dyes successfully over a one-week period. Add
water to the dye mixtures to maintain the volume and cover when not in
use after they have returned to room temperature.
o Using two plastic food storage containers (25-oz) for rinsing and two pairs
of forceps for handling the fabrics, one for each dye mixture, aids in the
prevention of contamination between the two dyes.
o A dilute bleach solution can be used to clean up dye spilled/dropped on
counters, tables, and floors.
o The fabric identification activity can be used as part of a crime scene
chemical forensics series of activities. We have used it successfully with
students as young as second grade.
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o Paper Marbling –
o Add a layer of shaving cream about 1 cm thick to a metal tray (such as a
cookie sheet).
o Place several drops of food dye onto the layer of shaving cream.
o Use a toothpick or wooden splint to “cut” or swirl the dye and shaving
cream.
o Place a sheet of cardstock on the top of the shaving cream. Press gently.
o Lift the paper and “squeegee” the shaving cream off paper using a plastic
ruler or paper towel.
o Dry the paper.
o Notes:
o The paper marbling activity can be used to “decorate” name badges;
Avery® 74652 (pkg. 24), available at office supply stores, work well
providing the name badge and holder. Use only permanent markers for
writing names on the badges.
o The first synthetic dye was produced by William Perkin in 1854 and was
produced from coal tar.
o Archeologists have found evidence of textile dyes over 12,000 years old.
The Electrical Nature of Polar and Non-polar Substances
o Water –
o Place a buret in a buret clamp. Fill with distilled water. Place an empty
beaker below. “Charge” an inflated balloon or a plastic rod by rubbing it
on your hair or on a piece of wool and then place it near the stream of
water (bends).
o Lamp Oil –
o Repeat the procedure for water using paraffin lamp oil in place of the
water. Use dry glassware. (Oil does not bend).
o Alcohol –
o Repeat the procedure using ethanol or isopropyl alcohol (bends). Use dry
glassware.
o Notes:
o After demonstrating all three liquids, pose the question, “Why is it that oil
and water do not mix while alcohol and water do mix?”
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Hydrophilic versus Hydrophobic Substances
o Instant Snow Polymer –
o Measure the specified amount of Instant Snow Polymer in the designated
container. (I use a pewter goblet with a volume of 280 mL. I place 12
grams of the Instant Snow Polymer in the goblet and add 230 mL of deionized water. These proportions have proven to work well.)
o Place the container with the snow polymer on the tray provided.
o In a graduated cylinder, measure the specified amount of de-ionized water.
o Add the water to the container with the snow polymer and observe.
o You may pour the snow polymer that has had the water added to it onto
the tray.
o You can touch the material BUT BE SURE NOT TO TOUCH YOUR
EYES OR INGEST THE MATERIAL. WASH YOUR HANDS
THOROUGHLY AFTER YOU HAVE CLEANED UP.
o Notes:
o The proportion of Instant Snow Polymer to de-ionized water that is
approximately 10 g to 200 mL; determine the ratio that works best for the
sized container the participants will be using. (As I write this procedure, I
tried 3 grams of snow polymer in a 100-mL beaker and added 58 mL of
de-ionized water. The product was completely contained within the
beaker.)
o The instant snow polymer is made by cross-linking molecules of sodium
polyacrylate, which appear as a white powder. The powder can absorb as
much as 500 times its mass of pure water (40 times its original volume). In
the dry state, the cross-linked molecules are folded up on itself, which
unfold and expand when hydrated. Initially, the hydrated clusters do not
cling to one another giving it its “snowy powder” appearance. Excess
water will hydrate the external surface of the clusters allowing them to
adhere to one another resulting in a slushy appearance.
o The polymer feels cool to the touch because the water is evaporating (an
endothermic process).
o The polymer was originally developed as a blood absorber. It has been
used to give the appearance of snow. It will adhere well to boots and feels
slippery. It is used as an artificial base for skiers and as artificial snow on
Hollywood sets. Stephen Spielberg’s mini-series “Band of Brothers” was
one of the first films to use the snow polymer.
o Ions like sodium, calcium, and magnesium interfere with the hydration
process. The ions compete with the water for the hydration sites on the
polymer creating an electrostatic screen between the water and the
polymer, decreasing the polymer’s ability to absorb water.
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o Magic Sand –
o Fill a beaker with distilled water.
o Add Magic sand to the water. Observe.
o Decant the water. Is the sand wet or dry?
o Notes:
o Magic sand is sand that has been coated with a hydrophobic compound.
o Magic sand was first used for the cleanup of oil spills but it no longer used
for that purpose.
Surface Tension
o Floating Yen on Water –
o Obtain a shallow dish or bowl of water. “Unbend” a paper clip into an
“L” shape. Use the paper clip to gently lower a yen coin onto the surface
of the water so that it floats when the paper clip is carefully removed.



Optional: Add 1 drop of detergent to the water with the floating
coin (coin sinks).
Optional: Repeat using rubbing alcohol in the dish instead of
water (coin will not float).

o Water Goblets –
o Fill a water goblet to the very top with water. Predict the number of
paper clips that can be added to the water without the water overflowing.
Add paper clips vertically until water overflows.
o Notes:
o Another traditional activity that illustrates the high surface tension of
water has the participant count how many drops of water he or she can put
on top of a penny without the water spilling onto the counter.
Vapor Pressure
o Drinking Bird –
o Dunk bird’s head in a cup or beaker of water. Observe bird carefully.
Discuss the difference in polarity and vapor pressure of water (on the
head) and the dichloromethane (or other solvent) inside the bird.
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o Notes:
o According to How Stuff Works here is how a Dippy Bird works:
 When water evaporates from the fuzz on the Dippy Bird's head, the
head is cooled.
 The temperature decrease in the head condenses the methylene
chloride vapor, decreasing the vapor pressure in the head relative
to the vapor pressure in the abdomen.
 The greater vapor pressure in the abdomen forces fluid up through
the neck and into the head.
 As fluid enters the head, it makes the Dippy Bird top-heavy.
 The bird tips. Liquid travels to the head. The bottom of the tube is
no longer submerged in liquid.
 Vapor bubbles travel through the tube and into the head. Liquid
drains from the head, displaced by the bubbles.
 Fluid drains back into the abdomen, making the bird bottom-heavy.
 The bird tips back up.
 http://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/sciencequestions/question608.htm
o Wikipedia provides more information about Drinking Birds, including
alternative versions: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_bird
o In the popular Simpson’s television program, Homer called the drinking
bird the “greatest invention in the world” in clip from Season 3 in an
episode called “Brother Can You Spare Two Dimes.”
Resources:
o A PDF of the Multi-Fiber ribbon and dyes experiment may be found at
http://cdn.teachersource.com/downloads/lesson_pdf/SM-6.pdf
o An alternative fiber identification laboratory activity can be found in the Journal
of Chemical Education. Fiber Identification: A Colorful Experiment for All Ages,
by Jean Allan, 67(3), March 1990, pp 256-257.
o An article on paper marbling can be found in the Journal of Chemical Education.
Colorful Lather Printing, by Susan A. S. Hershberger, Matt Nance, Arlyne M.
Sarquis, and Lynn M. Hogue can be found in the April, 2007 issue.
o There are many scientific concepts connected to the drinking bird. Polarity is
just one of these concepts. For more information on the physics of the dunking
bird, here is a video: http://www.wimp.com/drinkingbird/ or
http://chemistry.about.com/od/physicalchemistrythermo/a/How-The-DrinkingBird-Science-Toy-Works.htm
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THE CHEMISTRY OF GASES
“Chemistry of Gases” has been staged for elementary and middle school aged
audiences ranging from large group stage shows (>300) to small group audience
participation presentations (<20). The program is easily modified to fit within the
allotted time frame. Presentations have ranged from as short as 20 minutes to as long as
an hour. The program has also been modified to include chemical properties of various
gases.
While many of the characteristic properties of gases depicted in these demonstrations
are simple and seem obvious, the underlying concepts are not necessarily so easily
understood. Building a strong qualitative macroscopic description of gas properties and a
deep understanding of the reasons gases exhibit these properties is not only beneficial but
also critical to understanding the quantitative aspects of gases (i.e. gas laws) and for
developing a deeper understanding of gases at macroscopic, particulate, and symbolic
levels.
Most gases are invisible. How can one “see” a gas?
Chemical Concepts:
o Many gases are colorless; therefore invisible to the naked eye.
o Since gases completely fill the container they are introduced into, the walls of that
container serve as a boundary allowing us to “see” the gas within that boundary.
o Butane is a colorless, odorless gas that is flammable; it is also denser than the
surrounding air.
Materials:
Balloons
Soap bubble solution with bubble wands
Clear plastic cups, water, and straws
Bic® or other similarly constructed cigarette lighters fitted with a wire hanger (see
advanced preparation)
o Tall clear cylinder filled with water to within an inch of the top
o Rubber band (to secure the gas release mechanism of the lighter in the open
position)
o Aim-N-Flame® or other similarly constructed lighter
o
o
o
o

Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o Open flame; fire hazard; be sure all flammable materials have been removed from
the area prior to performing the demonstration involving the butane lighters.
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Advanced Preparation:
o Attach a length of wire to the Bic® cigarette lighter that will allow one to lower
the lighter into the cylinder of water at least halfway down the cylinder. I bend
the wire around the bottom of the lighter and secure it to the lighter using
electrical tape. Bend the other end of the wire so that the wire can be hooked over
the lip of the cylinder. If you plan to perform this demonstration more than once,
prepare as many lighters in this fashion as the number of times you plan to
perform the demonstration.
o Identify appropriate sized rubber bands that will actually hold the butane release
mechanism in the open position. I find that doubling the rubber band usually
works best.
Procedure:
o Various Containers (if time permits, have members from the audience perform the
following tasks)
o Fill up balloons with air to various volumes.
o Blow soap bubbles.
o Blow through the straw in the cup of water to show the bubbles of air that
form in the water.
o “Seeing” Butane
o Secure the lighter’s butane release mechanism in the open position with a
rubber band.
o Lower the lighter into the cylinder of water; hook the end of the wire over
the lip of the cylinder (gas bubbles should be visible, streaming from the
lighter).
o After about 15-30 seconds, ignite the butane gas that has collected at the
top of the cylinder, using the Aim-N-Flame® (the flame goes out fairly
quickly due to the consumption of the butane and the oxygen in the
vicinity).
o The ignition of the butane can be repeated by first allowing time for the
butane to collect at the top of the cylinder.
o Remove the lighter from the cylinder and remove the rubber band to close
the release mechanism.
Clean up and Disposal:
o To avoid potential spreading of disease, discard used balloons and straws in the
trash.
o Water may be safely disposed of in the sink.
o Be sure caps on soap bubble solutions are closed securely.
o Rubber bands and lighters can be reused after they are allowed to completely dry.
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Gases take up space (Volume)
Chemical Concepts:
o A gas will completely fill any container in which it is introduced; the volume of
the gas is the volume of the container.
Materials:
o Clear, colorless plastic bottle (without the cap)
o Glass beaker or other suitable clear, colorless container that will hold water and is
larger in diameter than that of the plastic bottle
o Water
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o There are no other safety concerns.
Advanced Preparation:
o None, however you can go ahead and fill the beaker about 2/3 full with water.
Procedure:
o Invert the plastic bottle and push it down into the water without squeezing the
bottle.
o Remove the bottle to show that water did not enter the bottle.
o Repeat the insertion of the bottle into the water, however, this time squeeze the
bottle to push out some of the air (stress the significance of the bubbles that form
as you squeeze the bottle); release your hand allowing water to enter the bottle.
o Raise the bottle to show that water has gone into the bottle after squeezing out
some of the air.
Cleanup and Disposal:
o The water can be disposed in the sink.
o The plastic bottle can be reused or placed in a designated recycling bin.
Notes:
o If	
  you	
  look	
  carefully,	
  a	
  small	
  amount	
  of	
  water	
  does	
  enter	
  the	
  inverted	
  bottle.	
  	
  
This	
  is	
  because	
  the	
  pressure	
  acting	
  on	
  the	
  air	
  in	
  the	
  bottle	
  is	
  greater	
  due	
  to	
  
the	
  added	
  weight	
  of	
  water	
  (the	
  water	
  level	
  outside	
  of	
  the	
  bottle	
  rises	
  as	
  the	
  
bottle	
  is	
  pushed	
  down	
  into	
  the	
  water).	
  	
  The	
  air	
  inside	
  the	
  bottle	
  is	
  
compressed	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  the	
  increased	
  pressure	
  acting	
  on	
  it.	
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Gases have mass
Chemical Concepts:
o Gases are one form of matter; therefore they have mass.
o When a volume of gas is set into motion, that volume of gas exhibits momentum.
Materials:
o Straws, hair dryer (optional)
o Air Zooka® (Educational Innovations AIR-200)
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o Do not aim the Air Zooka® towards the face; eye damage could result; warn
audience to close their eyes prior to being “blasted” with air.
Advanced Preparation:
o None; the Air Zooka® does require initial assembly prior to the first use.
Procedure:
o Have the audience blow a stream of air into the palm of their hand.
o Blow air through a straw and/or use a hair dryer to blow air.
o Use the Air Zooka® to “blast” the audience with a stream of air.
Cleanup and Disposal:
o None
Relevance:
o Pin wheels, windmills, and wind turbines turn when air passes over the blades.
o High velocity winds (storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, etc.) can cause significant
damage.
o The Air Zooka® can be used to illustrate how our lungs work; pulling back on the
Air Zooka® diaphragm increases the volume inside, lowering the pressure, air
enters from the outside; letting go of the diaphragm decreases the volume, raises
the pressure, pushing the air out.
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Gases exert pressure
Chemical Concepts:
o Gas pressure is the result of the numerous collisions made by the gas particles
with the walls of the container.
o Pressure is defined as force per unit area.
o Air pressure is the result of the weight of air above us; this pressure decreases
with increases in altitude.
o Atmosphere pressure at sea level is 14.7 psi (pounds per square inch).
Materials:
o
o
o
o

125-mL Erlenmeyer Flask
Water
Index card
Plastic tub to catch drips and spills

Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
Advanced Preparation:
o None
Procedure:
o Completely fill a 125-mL Erlenmeyer flask with water; cover with an index card;
turn the flask over while holding the index card; and then carefully remove your
hand. Do this over a tub to catch the water in case the card does come dislodged.
Notes:
o Without the use of the index card, the water flows out of the inverted flask. While
in theory the air pressure is sufficient to keep the water from flowing out of the
flask, the water does flow out due to the water and the air being fluids. The water
flows out as the air flows in.
Cleanup and Disposal:
o Water can be safely poured into the sink.
o Used index card can be placed in the trash.
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How strong is the air pressure?
Chemical Concepts:
o Air pressure at sea level is 14.7 psi.
o Cross sectional area in square inches x 14.7 psi = force exerted on that area in
pounds.
Materials:
o Pressure Pullers (pair, Educational Innovations SC-300)
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o If the pressure pullers are not completely sealed or if enough force is applied, the
pullers may come apart; be sure the area behind the two people pulling on the
pressure pullers is clear of any furniture or other items that could cause injury if
bumped into; if possible, have someone stand behind each person pulling to break
his or her fall if the pullers do come apart.
Advanced Preparation:
o None
Procedure:
o Place the faces of the pressure pullers together but do not squeeze the handles.
Pull the pressure pullers apart to show that they can be easily separated.
o Again place the faces of the pressure pullers together; squeeze the handles while
holding the faces of the pullers together. Try to pull them apart.
o Release the handles to allow air to reenter the pullers. Show how easy it is to pull
them apart.
Cleanup and Disposal:
o None
Notes:
o The air trapped between the pressure pullers is pushed out when the handles are
closed together resulting in little to no pressure exerted outward. The atmosphere
pressure is sufficiently strong (14.7 psi) to prevent the pullers from being pulled
apart.
o One can estimate the force acting on each face of the pressure pullers by
determining the radius, calculate the area, and then multiply by 14.7 psi.
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o Otto von Guericke first performed this demonstration in the 1600’s before the
Holly Roman Emperor Ferdinand III. Von Guerick evacuated a hollow sphere
made from two copper bowls (14 inches in diameter). Even though the bowls
were held together only by the air around them, horses were unable to pull them
apart. (Excerpt taken from “Lecture Demonstrations, Past and Present” by George
B. Kauffman, 1996, The Chemical Educator, 1(5), page 3.)
o Pressure pullers are used in the automotive body repair industry to “pull out”
minor dents.
o Suction cups work on the same principle.
Gases Can Be Compressed
Chemical Concepts:
o Because there is a significant amount of space between the gas particles as
compared to the relative size of the gas particles themselves, gases can be
compressed.
o Liquids and solids are not easily compressed due to there being very little space
between the particles (the particles are in contact with one another).
Materials:
o
o
o
o

Three 60-mL plastic syringes without needles (Flinn Scientific AP8754)
Three syringe tip caps (Flinn Scientific AP8958)
Water (add a drop of food color to increase visibility)
Wood or other solid material that will fit inside the syringe

Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o If you have participants attempt to compress the syringes by holding them against
a tabletop and pushing downward, warn the participants that the syringes could
slip resulting in possible injury. Instruct the participants as to how to best avoid
the syringes slipping by holding them in a vertical position, pushing straight down
with one hand while holding the syringe in place with the other.
Advanced Preparation:
o Fill one syringe nearly completely full with air; one with water; and one with a
solid object (I use a piece of wood) and attach an end cap to each syringe.
Procedure:
o Have three volunteers take one of the three sealed syringes and, and at the same
time, try to push the plungers down, in an attempt to compress the item in the
syringe (wood, water, or air) while the remainder of the audience observes.
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Cleanup and Disposal:
o The set of filled syringes can be stored for future use.
Heat is released when gases are compressed
Chemical Concepts:
o To compress a gas work must be done on the gas.
o Doing work on a gas raises the internal energy.
o Compression (& expansion) can be either an isothermal (constant temperature) or
isentropic (no flow of heat energy into or out of the gas), however most real
compression processes are polytropic (a combination of both).
o To be isothermal, the work done must occur very slowly to keep the temperature
constant.
o To be isentropic (adiabatic) the compression must occur rapidly without any heat
flow in or out of the system.
Materials:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Hyman fire syringe kit (Educational Innovations FIR-150)
Comfort knob (optional, Educational Innovations FIR-155)
1-Liter dry plastic bottle
Fizz-Keeper pump (Educational Innovations CD-4)
Liquid crystal aquarium thermometer (pet supply stores)
Ring and ring stand (optional)

Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
Advanced Preparation:
o None
Procedure:
o Hyman Fire Syringe
o According to the instructions, fluff a small piece of cotton and insert into
the apparatus.
o Attach the plunger assembly being sure that it is tightly sealed.
o Darken the room.
o Rapidly push the plunger downward (cotton ignites) – HOLD THE
APPARATUS TIGHTLY SO IT DOES NOT SLIP OR TWIST; BE
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SURE THE AUDIENCE CAN STILL SEE THE COTTON AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE APPARATUS.
o Fizz-Keeper pump
o Insert the aquarium thermometer into the dry 1-L plastic bottle.
o Allow time for the temperature to stabilize and then note the temperature.
o Attach the Fizz-Keeper pump to the bottle and secure the entire assembly
in a ring/ring stand.
o At a steady pace, pump the Fizz-Keeper 125 times (do this in about a
minute).
o Again, note the temperature (warmer).
o Release the air from the bottle by opening the fizz keeper.
o Again note the temperature (cooler).
Cleanup and Disposal:
o None
Notes:
o If the cotton does not ignite the first time, try pushing the plunger down two or
three more times. If it still does not ignite, open the apparatus to allow air to
enter. Close, and try again. Be sure that the piece of cotton is very small and
fluffed to increase the surface area exposed to the air inside the apparatus.
Relevance:
o Diesel engines employ this same principle to ignite the fuel. The rapid
compression of the gases in the cylinder produces enough heat to spontaneously
ignite the fuel without the need for a spark.
o Refrigeration systems also employ compression and expansion – the refrigerant is
compressed releasing heat during the process; the compressed refrigerant is then
allowed to rapidly expand absorbing heat in the process.
Gases are fluids; they flow and can be poured
Chemical Concepts:
o Gases, like liquids, are fluids.
o The molecules that make up a gas are not held in place by intermolecular
attractions so they can easily move past one another.
o Hexane vapor and carbon dioxide gas (generated from dry ice) are both denser
than the surrounding air; therefore they will both tend to flow downwards.
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o Hexane is flammable while carbon dioxide is not.
Materials:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Specially constructed ramp
Two 1-liter Erlenmeyer flasks fitted with rubber stoppers
Hexane (liquid, 2-4 mL)
Disposable pipet (to dispense hexane)
Dry ice (1 grape sized piece)
Tongs (to handle dry ice)
Tea light candle
Lighter (to light candle)

Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o Wear protective gloves while dispensing the hexane into the flask but do not wear
them when performing the demonstration due to the presence of an open flame;
gloves may melt and adhere to the skin.
o Avoid inhalation of the hexane vapor; perform demonstration in a well ventilated
area; keep stopper on flask containing the hexane when not performing the
demonstration.
o Open flame present; fire hazard; be sure to remove all combustible materials from
the area prior to performing the demonstration.
o When “pouring” the hexane vapor down the ramp, be sure NOT to allow any
liquid hexane to exit the flask and flow down the ramp; fire hazard.
o When “pouring” the hexane, after positioning the flask so that the vapor will pour
out but not the liquid, keep your eyes focused on the bottom of the ramp; when
the hexane ignites remove the flask to prevent it from catching on fire. If it does
catch on fire, set it down and cover loosely with the rubber stopper to smother the
fire.
o Do not handle the dry ice with your bare hands or allow any part of your body to
come in contact with it; severe skin damage may result; handle only with tongs or
gloves designed for handling cold materials.
o Do not tightly stopper the flask containing the piece of dry ice; the pressure inside
the flask will build up as the dry ice sublimes; if the stopper is on tight, the flask
potentially could rupture.
o One should be thoroughly practiced performing this demonstration before doing it
in front of an audience.
Advanced Preparation:
o Construction of the ramp
o All materials can be obtained from a local hardware store; the most
expensive part is the piece of right-angled aluminum ($10-15)
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 One ~36 inch length of right-angled aluminum (1/8” x 1.5”)
 One 1” x 6” x 6’ wooden board
I recommend using good quality
Check to be sure it is flat (not warped)
This will be used to make the base and the two vertical
supports
 Eight 1” x 1” L-brackets with mounting screws
 Wood glue (optional)
 Two ~3” lengths of industrial strength Velcro® (super strong
adhesive)
 Four self-adhesive circular furniture pads used to protect floors
from damage due to sliding furniture
 Saw, screw driver, and drill
o Below are photos of various views of the constructed ramp

~ 36”
~ 12”

~ 3”

~ 40”

Velcro

Pads
Bottom

~4.5”
L-bracket
Velcro
Underneath
Attached to Al

o Place a small piece of dry ice in a designated 1-Liter Erlenmeyer flask, stopper
loosely, and allow time for the dry ice to sublime and fill the flask with carbon
dioxide; label the flask.
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o Place a 2-3 mL of hexane in the a designated 1-Liter Erlenmeyer flask, stopper
tightly, swirls, and allow time for the flask to be filled with hexane vapor;
sometimes enough pressure builds up to pop off the stopper; merely put it back
on if this happens.
Procedure:
o Place the ramp on the table so the audience can see along the V of the ramp.
o Place the candle at the base of the ramp and light; darken the room if desired.
o Pour the hexane vapor down the ramp by holding the flask in a horizontal position
(to ensure that any liquid does not exit the flask); remove the flask from the ramp
when the hexane first ignites at the bottom; repeat (stopper the flask and swirl for
a moment after each use to fill the flask with hexane vapor).
o Repeat the process using the flask filled with carbon dioxide (flame goes out).
o If you wish, alternate between the hexane and the carbon dioxide.
Cleanup and Disposal:
o Extinguish the candle flame and allow the melted wax to re-solidify.
o Place the flasks in a fume hood, un-stopper, and allow them to air out.
Notes:
o Check the area where the demonstration will be performed for drafts. The
demonstration does not work very well in drafty locations.
o Move the candle a short ways away from the end of the ramp when pouring the
carbon dioxide otherwise the carbon dioxide has a tendency to flow over and
beyond the candle without extinguishing it.
o The carbon dioxide tends to be used up faster than the hexane; have several flasks
filled with carbon dioxide on hand if you desire to repeat several times.
Relevance:
o Signs at gas stations warning people not to smoke, use cell phones, or get back
into the car are posted because the vapors of flammable volatile liquids such as
gasoline can flow, spread out, and ignite away from the source of the vapors.
o When working with flammable volatile liquids around the home, one should be
aware of potential ignition sources in the area such as a water heater.
o Carbon dioxide has been used in fire extinguishers because of its ability to
smother fires being denser than the surrounding air and it is not flammable itself.
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Bernoulli’s Principle – the pressure of a fluid decreases as the velocity of the fluid
increases
Materials:
o 2 strips of stiff paper that are approximately 1.5” wide x 12” long (I cut these
from used file folders)
o Wind tube (Educational Innovations WIN-600)
o Plastic funnel (sterile; I have three that are only used for this activity and they are
sanitized after each use)
o Ping pong ball
o Hair dryer
o Tube slightly larger in diameter than that of the ping pong ball (card board tube
from a roll of paper towels will do)
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
Advanced Preparation:
o None
Procedure:
o Hold the two strips of stiff paper horizontally about 3/4” apart.
o Blow a steady stream of air between the two strips along their length (strips come
together – air pressure between the strips is reduced).
o Challenge a member of the audience to blow up the wind tube (I give them 10
breaths and have the rest of the audience count them out); after 10 breaths, hold
close the end of the tube that is open and push the air trapped inside towards the
sealed end of the tube to reveal how much air the audience member was able to
fill the bag.
o Tell the audience that you can fill the bag in one breath; have an assistant hold the
sealed end of the tube while you hold the open end, so that the entire tube is in a
horizontal position.
o Holding the tube such that the open end is held open to its maximum diameter and
with your mouth a couple inches away from the open end, blow a steady stream of
air into the bag; follow the air as it goes into the bag, reaches the sealed end of the
tube, and then reflects pack toward the open end. When the rebounding air almost
reaches the open end of the tube, quickly close the open end to trap the air inside.
o Challenge a member of the audience to push a ping pong ball out of a funnel that
is held in a vertical position by blowing air into the funnel from the bottom
(cannot do it).
o Balance a ping pong ball on a steam of air generated by a hair drier; hold the hair
drier so that the air moves vertically upward and carefully release the ping pong
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ball in the stream of air; you can slowly tilt the hair dryer to either side to show
that even at an angle the ball is held in the stream of air; lower the tube (such as
from a roll of paper towels) over the ball that is balanced in the stream of air and
observe (ball enters tube and rapidly shoots up and out of the other end).
Cleanup and Disposal:
o None
Notes:
o While Bernoulli’s Principle is more of a physics application and explanation, it
does apply to all gases and the activities are very engaging.
o If desired and feasible, cut enough strips of stiff paper so everyone in the audience
can do this activity.
o I suggest practicing with the wind tubes until you are confident that you can fill
the bag in one breath.
o If you have access to an electrically powered leaf blower and a beach ball, you
can balance the beach ball on the stream of air generated by the leaf blower.
Relevance:
o Aerodynamics of aircraft wings
o The operation of a Bunsen or other gas burners employs Bernoulli’s Principle to
draw in and mix the air with the gas; the gas streaming through the barrel of the
burner creates a region of lower pressure than the air outside; opening the air
control valve (depends on the burner) allows the higher pressure air to enter the
burner through the openings and mix with the streaming gas.
Resources:
o There are several excellent videos that depict Bernoulli’s Principle. The following
provides a nice visual of the above activities and how they were used at an
outreach presentation for elementary aged children:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=fvwp&v=mbMkrHYXuhg
o This video nicely demonstrates and explains the ball in a funnel and the ball
floating on a stream of air: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC8xz5HQc24
o

The following video depict activities dealing with air and pressure and how they
were used at an outreach presentation for elementary aged children:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=fvwp&v=mbMkrHYXuhg

o There are a number of excellent videos dealing with many of the topics covered in
this workshop that are available on-line on the Children’s Choice Child Care
Services, Inc site (CCafterschool):
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http://www.youtube.com/user/CCafterschool/videos?tag_id=&shelf_index=4&vie
w=0&sort=p
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THE CHEMISTRY OF LIGHT SENSITIVE SUBSTANCES
Chemical Concepts:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fluorescence
Phosphorescence
Chemical structure
Light (as a form of energy)
Electron structure & transitions
Conjugation (alternating double and single bonds) and the absorption of light
Photoelectric effect (alluded to)

Materials:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

UV-A “black light”
UV detecting beads (Educational Innovations UV-AST)
Bulk rawhide (optional, Educational Innovations UV-310)
Sun block
Tonic water
Laundry detergent
Spy writing pens (optional, Educational Innovations PEN-125)
Copy paper
Paper currency (optional)
Fluorescent minerals (optional, Educational Innovations RM-400)
Hi-Liter® pens (optional)
Zinc sulfide vinyl sheets (Write and see squares Educational Innovations SS-910)
Assorted colored LED micro-lites (Educational Innovations LED-AST)
Glow in the dark stars or other items (optional)

Advanced Preparation:
o These activities work best in an area that can be darkened but it does not need to
be completely dark for these activities to be performed. If that is not possible, an
alternative is to place the UV black light in a place that can be shrouded in some
manner shielding the working area from the room lighting. I suggest trying out the
activities and make necessary modifications before doing them with an audience
or with students.
o To avoid a large amount of waste paper, you can cut the copy paper into smaller
squares.
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
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Disposal:
o Used copy paper can be recycled or placed in trash if a recycle center is not
available.
o There are no other disposal issues.
Procedure:
o Fluorescence –
o Observe each item in normal room lighting. Then “expose” each item to
the UV-A “black light”.









Water – water does not fluoresce.
Tonic water – tonic water contains quinine, which fluoresces.
Laundry detergent & laundry detergent in water – laundry
detergents contain optical brighteners, which become embedded in
the clothes when washed making them not only “whiter” but also
“brighter”.
Paper currency – fluorescent dyes are now used in paper currency
to make counterfeiting more difficult.
Hi-Liter® - Using a Hi-Liter®, write something on a standard sheet
of copy paper and then place under the black light.
Fluorescent minerals – some minerals contain substances that
fluoresce.
Spy Pens – these pens consist of a regular ink pen, a colorless
fluorescent ink pen, and a mini-UV light.
Write a note using the regular ink pen.
Write a secret message using the “invisible ink” pen.
Place your message under the UV-A black light to reveal
your secret message or use the mini-UV light that is part of
the Spy Pen.

o Phosphorescence –
o Using the white LED micro-light, pass the light across the phosphorescent
vinyl sheet and observe – glows.
o Using the various colored LED micro-lights, determine which color or
colors will cause the vinyl sheet to glow (phosphoresce).
o Comparing Fluorescence and Phosphorescence –
o Hold the piece of cardboard that has a star drawn using the Hi-Liter® and a
glow in the dark star attached under the UV-A black light for 10-15
seconds.
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o Either turn off the UV light or move the cardboard away from it; observe
and compare the two stars – glow in the dark star continues to glow while
the one drawn with the Hi-Liter® stops “immediately.”
o UV Detection –
o Cut a 10-inch length of rawhide and tie a knot at one end.
o String 15 beads and then tie a knot so the beads do not come off.
o Hold the string of beads under a UV-A black light or outside and observe
any changes that occur.
o Remove the beads from any UV light source (black light or sunlight);
what happens (this takes 2-3 minutes to completely change).
o Sun Block –
o Place a sheet of copy paper under a UV-A black light.
o Place a dab of sun block on the tip of your finger.
o Smear the sun block across the paper and observe; you can also look at the
tip of your finger.
Notes:
o The activities above are part of a larger chemistry outreach presentation “The
Essence of Luminescence” in which incandescence, chemiluminescence,
bioluminescence, and plasma are also addressed.
o In fluorescence when atoms and some molecules are excited to higher energy
states they then return to ground state emitting energy in the form of a photon
equivalent to the energy used to excite them.
o Red shift fluorescence occurs frequently in molecules. This occurs when the
relaxation process occurs in two steps. The first part is a rapid internal thermal
relaxation to the ground vibrational state. The second part is the rapid emission of
a photon of longer wavelength than used to excite the molecule.
o Fluorescent bulbs are coated with a fluorescent substance (phosphor). The lamp
itself is a mercury gas-discharge tube. When excited, the mercury atoms emit UV
light that is absorbed by the phosphor, which, in turn, emits visible light.
o The processes involved in phosphorescence are similar to those in fluorescence
but have a longer life span.
o The vinyl sheets contain zinc sulfide, which is a phosphorescent substance.
o Similar to the photoelectric effect, a minimum or threshold frequency of light is
required to cause the zinc sulfide to phosphoresce.
o The UV-detecting beads contain substances that change color when exposed to
UV light of wavelengths ranging between 360 and 300 nm. On a molecular level,
the dye molecules consist of two large, planar, conjugated systems orthogonal to
one another, connected by a carbon atom. When the central atom is excited by
UV energy, the structure of the molecule changes so that the two planar
conjugated systems now form one large plane. The highly conjugated system is
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able to absorb visible light of certain wavelengths resulting in a visible color
(what is not absorbed). Changing the size of the two conjugated portions of the
molecule can produce different colors.
o Heat from the surroundings is of sufficient energy to change the molecule back to
its orthogonal arrangement (white).
o Sunscreens work in one of two ways, or both. Inorganic substances like zinc
oxide or titanium oxide reflect or scatter the UV radiation. Organic substances
like octyl methoxycinnamate or oxybenzone absorb UV radiation, dissipating the
energy as heat.
Relevance:
o Fluorescence is observed in fireworks, flame tests, stars, Hi-Liters®, currency,
some ID cards and drivers’ licenses, and fluorescent organisms, among others.
Eye doctors use fluoroscein to look for damage to one’s eyes. There are numerous
other medical and research applications of fluorescence.
o Phosphorescence occurs both naturally and artificially. Glow in the dark stars,
stickers, and other items are common. Rocks containing phosphorus are
phosphorescent.
o Long periods of exposure to UV radiation (both UV-A and UV-B) can result in
sunburn and potentially skin cancer. Sunscreens are used to reduce the amount of
UV radiation absorbed by one’s skin.
Resources:
o For more detailed information about light and the various processes of
luminescence see O’Hara, P. et al (2005), Turning on the Light: Lessons from
Luminescence, Journal of Chemical Education, 82(1), 49-52.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF CURRENCY
Chemical Concepts:
o Physical Properties
o Ferrofluid consists of nanoscale particles of a compound containing iron
(~ 10 nm in diameter) dispersed in a liquid (oil or water) that are usually
coated with a surfactant resulting in a colloidal dispersion.
o Ferrofluid is paramagnetic (ferrimagnetic) but not ferromagnetic
o On a macroscopic scale iron is also ferromagnetic.
o Chemical Properties
o Iodine reacts with starch to form a blue-black complex.
o Some chemical dyes are fluorescent.
o Fluorescence
Materials:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Strong magnet (neodymium magnets work well, Educational Innovations M-100)
Blender (optional)
Colorless transparent plastic cup (optional)
White plastic spoon (optional)
Water (optional)
Counterfeit detector pen (available at office supply stores)
Sheet of ordinary white copy paper
UV light source (black light)
US currency: $1, 5, 10, & 20 ($50 and $100 are optional)
Foreign currency (optional)
Vial of ferrofluid (optional, Educational Innovations FF-200)

Advanced Preparation:
o None
Safety:
o Wear safety glasses/goggles.
o Keep the magnet away from credit cards, cell phones, computers, and other
electronic devices. It potentially could cause them to no longer function
properly.
o Keep powerful neodymium magnets far apart from one another, as they are very
strong and when in close proximity they could snap together and cause injury.
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Disposal:
o The liquid solution resulting from the blending of the dollar bill in water can be
safely poured down the drain.
o There are no other disposal issues.
Procedure:
o Magnetic Ink – to make counterfeiting more difficult and some money machines
identify the denomination based on the pattern of the magnetic field around the
face printed on the bill.
o (Optional) Bring a magnet near a vial that contains some ferrofluid to
show how the ferrofluid responds to the presence of a magnetic field.
o Suspend a paper bill vertically (holding in your hand will do) and then
bring the magnet near the bill (the bill moves towards the magnet).
o Bring the magnet near the Federal Reserve Seal (this area is not magnetic).
o To show the iron present in the bill (optional):






Place a dollar bill in a blender and add about a cup of water.
Thoroughly blend.
Pass the liquid through a sieve to remove the bits of paper allowing
the liquid to flow into a colorless transparent plastic cup.
While holding the magnet on the outside of the cup, against it, stir
the liquid with the white plastic spoon for a minute or so.
Place the back of the spoon inside the cup to where the magnet is
outside the cup and remove the magnet. A black material (iron
ferrofluid) should be visible against the white spoon.

o Counterfeit Detector Pen – some counterfeiters have used color copiers to
reproduce replicas of US currency; copy paper will react with iodine creating a
blue-black colored complex. Counterfeit detector pens contain iodine. The paper
used in making genuine currency will not react with the iodine. The mark made
by a counterfeit detector pen on genuine currency will be yellow.
o Using a counterfeit detector pen, make a mark on a dollar bill (or higher
denomination) and on a sheet of copier paper.
o Fluorescent Strip – to make counterfeiting more difficult and some money
machines identify the denomination based on the location and color of the
fluorescent strip: $1 (none), $5 (blue), $10 (red), $20 (green), $50 (yellow), and
$100 (pink/orange).
o Expose different denominations to UV (black) light.
o If available, place foreign currency under UV light (some are very
impressive).
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Notes:
o Replace caps to the counterfeit detector pens immediately; if they are left off a
false reading could result.
o The yellow color due to the iodine will fade over time as the iodine sublimes.
o There are many other aspects of US currency that are employed to deter
counterfeiting and to prevent phony currency from getting into circulation. A
good follow up project for students to research these aspects and then using actual
currency detect/observe them.
o Ferrofluids have been employed in a number of applications associated with art,
optics, heat transfer, medicine, aerospace, & electronics, among others.
Relevance:
o Currency, prevention of counterfeiting, and how money machines “read” the
money inserted
Resources:
o For more information about ferrofluids, their use in currency, and how one can
synthesize a ferrofluid see: Berger, P. et al (1999), Preparation and Properties of
an Aqueous Ferrofluid, Journal of Chemical Education, 76(7), 943-948.
o For information about the fluorescent threads used to aid in the detection of
counterfeit US currency see: http://www.jascoinc.com/docs/product-specsheets/FP_01_02.pdf
o For more information about the magnetic ink used in US currency see:
http://money.howstuffworks.com/question269.htm

